University Libraries  
Discovery Analysis Task Force  
Minutes, 1/9/15  
Action Items in Yellow

Present: Gibeault, Gilbertson, Jones, Juhl, Lehman, Parker, Parker Gibson, Robinson

The group participated in a web demonstration from ProQuest / Serials Solutions regarding Summon. Sally Becking from ProQuest will be sending updated pricing.

Following the demonstration, the group returned to a general discussion of our current thinking. Several members expressed ambivalence regarding all products though they could see the value of searching across more than one article database vendor at once. A key point of contention was the inclusion of book / catalog results in a discovery layer vs. keeping those publication categories separate.

The next meeting will be Wednesday January 15th at 10:30 in room 372B. Agenda items are:

- review of top 50 public universities – Gilbeault and Parker-Gibson
- beginnings of draft report / needs grid - Juhl

Respectfully submitted,
B. Juhl